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SMART URBAN SPACES

RENEWED,
THRIVING CITY LIFE
IN FORLÌ 2050

Elements of the desired future scenario are:
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In 2050, the people in Forlì enjoy a
compact, well-planned city with a lively
centre. The city offers many well-connected,
well-equipped green spaces that enhance
social life.
The city has regained its primary role as a
social, business and residential hub. History
and culture are respected, contributing to
the attractiveness of the city and its central
role in the territory.
The people of Forlì benefit from the results
of open territorial cooperation that
encourages innovation and contributes to
the city’s economic development. At the
same time the soil is protected for
agricultural use and leisure activities.

Enhancing social interaction

A lively city centre

Historical value in a new way

A compact city

Territorial connectivity

The cities planning focuses on providing
spaces for social engagement. The functionality
of urban space has been redefined in line
with people’s needs in 2050, such as sports
and playing facilities on the city squares,
outdoor social games (interactive graffiti
wall) and vegetable gardens. Citizens are
encouraged to initiate and participate in
social events through open platforms. The
university campus has become an open
meeting place for students and citizens.

Shops in the centre offer modern handicrafts
and other products with local production
facilities. There are also other commercial
activities offering dedicated services, such
as smart home delivery (roof-to-roof
delivery). Residents and entrepreneurs
participate in identifying and creating new
solutions to improve city life. This also
encourages and enables young start-ups to
set up new businesses offering and using
technology services.

Citizens enjoy ‘slow mobility’ (walking,
cycling and automated vehicles), allowing
more attractively designed streets. The
heritage is valued as a common
responsibility. Citizens, the administration
and other stakeholders participate in
planning and designing for new purposes.
Sustainable and responsible development
starts by considering all the pages (‘black’
and ‘white’) of Forlì’s history.

The urban fabric features taller and more
efficient buildings, while preserving and
enhancing unique historical assets. The new
buildings offer modern city facilities: they
produce and store (renewable) energy,
provide vertical vegetable gardens, and
green surfaces that reduce heat stress and
recover rainwater. In this way the city
footprint is reduced and the agricultural
function of the countryside is restored.

Forlì provides a well-designed network of
routes, exploring nature, culture, sports and
local wine, food and handicrafts. The routes
respond to the demand for a quality lifestyle
supported by smart technologies. Better
and faster links allow full connectivity to
seaside resorts and nearby cities. Forlì’s
central role in services (e.g. hospital, airport)
reaches its full potential with efficient and
sustainable transport.

